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Introduction and motivation
Stroke occurs when there is a blockage or bleeding of the blood vessels that affects the supply of blood to the brain. The annual incidence of stroke
cases is 100, 000 in the UK and stroke costs the NHS and wider society £26 billion per annum. Over half of stroke survivors have weak arm/hand
movement affecting their independence and quality of life.

Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) is a technology used for stroke rehabilitation. It applies a safe electrical impulse through electrodes placed on
the skin to strengthen weak muscles and improve movement functions. Existing FES products use hydrogel electrodes that are difficult to set-up by
stroke survivors without help from their carers or healthcare professionals which significantly constrains usage. This work presents the design and
test of an e-textile based FES for independent use. Sensors are embedded to monitor the movement providing feedback to users.

Participant information and test set up

This research has demonstrated the stimulation comfort and functional movement delivered by a wearable e-
textile activated with the OML Microstim 2V2 FES stimulator. The fabric electrode achieved a similar
stimulation performance, compared with a hydrogel electrode, while providing the advantages of being
suitable for wearable application and offering a long service life. All participants were able to put on and take
off the fabric electrode arm bands independently, but this process is time consuming so a better design is
required. A new design with electrodes printed on a knitted stretchable sleeve has been developed and will
be tested in future work.

• Number of participants: 5

• Gender: Female: 1; Male: 4

• Age: 56 – 76

• Years since stroke: 3- 17 years

• Ethics approval ID: ERGO 70296, 
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Fig. 1 a: BNO055 IMU sensor, b: hydrogel electrodes worn by a user, c: electrode sleeve, d: electrode sleeves worn by a user, e: OML Microstim 2V2

1. Stimulation comfort scale

Participant Hydrogel Fabric

P1 3 2

P2 2-3 3

P3 5 6

P4 5 5

P5 2-3 3-4

Scale: 1 – 10 with 1 being very comfort and 10 being very uncomfortable

2. Stimulation intensity required to 
achieve hand opening

Participant Hydrogel Fabric

P1 50mA 50mA

P2 40mA 40mA

P3 40mA 40mA

P4 50mA 50mA

P5 45mA 45mA

3. Wrist bending measurement 4. New designs

Conclusion


